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Many  manufacturers  have  to  balance  a  complex  arrangement  of  multiple
manufacturing sites, each running different systems to complete different operations
to get products to market. Gaining visibility into, and assuring quality across, these
multiple sites is not an easy task.

Join us on September 10, to hear how one manufacturer accomplished this difficult
feat by deploying a modern cloud solution designed to unify complex, multi-site
manufacturing and quality data.

Cohu—a  leading  manufacturer  of  semiconductor  and  PCB  test  and  inspection
equipment—runs  multiple  internal  and  outsourced  manufacturing  sites  that  are
distributed all across the globe. To achieve the next step in its market growth, the
company needed to greatly improve its visibility into and the efficiency of these
outsourced manufacturing operations.

Please  join  Cohu  CIO,  Craig  Halterman;  Oracle  Group  VP  of  Manufacturing
Industries, John Barcus; and Anark CTO, Scott Collins, as they talk about the lessons
learned and benefits achieved by their implementation of a modern cloud solution
for their manufacturing and quality processes. From this discussion, you will learn:

The business benefits received using a single integrated cloud platform for
ERP and supply chain across engineering and manufacturing sites
How they improved visibility, quality and efficiencies across their extended
supply chain through integrated visualization and collaboration
How they support common and consistent best in class processes across
manufacturing sites and suppliers throughout the world
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